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AMAC was Fantastic
Conference successes for Early Morning Software, Inc.
The Airport Minority Advisory Council (AMAC) celebrates thirty years in business this June.
This huge accomplishment along with their annual conference was celebrated in Denver, CO
from June 8-10, 2014
However, AMAC isn’t the only organization doing some celebrating. Early Morning Software,
Inc. will be turning twenty-one soon; but before they turn a year older they decided to not only
offer some big deals, but some big support as well. EMS was a Jewel Sponsor and exhibitor for
this years’ AMAC conference. The company booth is not only statuesque in size and style, but
was a big hit! Being an exhibitor allowed the company to showcase their industry leading
software, PRISM Compliance Management, to interested airports that attended the conference
and offer their “AMAC PRISM PAC”.
The President and CEO of EMS, Donna Stevenson served as a panelist for the highly anticipated
workshop Managing Human Capital: Checklist for Business Success. There she shared her
experiences on the matter while looking back on the times she worked for IBM early on in her
career up to present times. She also discussed how she currently manages her power team and
tries to build upon and focus on everyone’s strengths.
After it was all said and done, the team packed up and everyone agreed that AMAC was not only
a success but fantastic as well.

About Early Morning Software Inc.: It was the founders’ vision to create a small highly effective
research laboratory dedicated to customer service, innovation, and its personnel. PRISM Compliance
Management is the flagship product and thought leader in the areas of Supplier Diversity and Compliance
Management. PRISM monitors and manages your diverse programs, measures and analyzes your spend,
and consolidates all of the details.
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